Putting you
in the driving seat

Easily manage
multiple clients
with a warehouse
management
system (WMS)
tailored for 3PLs.
Managing warehouses is your business
and you know what good looks like.
SnapFulfil offers everything you expect
from a best-of-breed WMS, for a fraction
of the cost and in a fraction of the time

Multi-owner features
We understand that all your customers are different.

usually associated with a big box solution.

SnapFulfil’s multi-owner features allow you to

SnapFulfil’s powerful rules-based

under one roof, while ensuring that your billing is

provide tailored warehouse management solutions

configuration engine gives all users

both accurate and transparent. Your clients can

access to its full functionality alongside

also benefit from their own unique access portal to

the flexibility to pivot in line with evolving

manage product information, orders and more.

customer demands by switching key
features on and off.

3PL functionality
As a 3PL provider, you have to adapt quickly and
cost-effectively to the demands of your clients and you
need a WMS provider who can do the same. SnapFulfil
is packed full of features specifically designed for 3PL
clients.

Visibility and control
SnapFulfil offers the ultimate in visibility and control for 3PLs and their customers through two 3PL specific
features – enhanced billing and the customer Biz Portal
Enhanced billing - Offers detail, accuracy and clarity of billing for 3PLs and was developed in conjunction with
SnapFulfil’s 3PL partners. It allows 3PLs to set credit limits so that they are only billed when the set amount is
reached or allows them to set other billing structures, such as tiered rates depending on the number of SKUs.
Customer biz portal – A customer specific portal that allows 3PLs to grant access to their customers to enable
them to manage shipments and have visibility of the warehouse without seeing the 3PL’s other customers’
information. Customers can create products, receipts & shipments and have an overview of their stock, including
the progress of their receipts and shipments. Furthermore, the advanced biz portal not only allows users to
create products, receipts and shipments but also manage their own stock, receipts and shipments where
necessary. Examples of this may include changing the status of stock or cancelling a receipt or shipment.

Powerful tool
SnapFulfil’s billing module is a powerful tool that provides the ability to charge your clients for activities
performed in the warehouse. Invoices can be generated on a daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or custom period
depending on how you wish to bill your clients. Charges and tariffs dictate what is invoiced and can be generic
for all clients or tailored for particular clients. Once generated, an invoice can be checked and amended where
necessary before the finalising process which generates a printable invoice document and, if required, can be
interfaced back to a host system via CSV or API.

Storage
SnapFulfil allows users to charge their clients for
storage and picking in a number of ways:
•	Cubic volume storage – charge by product
volume (cm3) for storage in Stock Tracking Unit
(STU) and non-STU controlled slots.
•	Product surcharging - A particularly useful
function for over-sized product charges and uses
the stock storage (STT) type.
•	Storage and occupancy – Charge for occupancy
of an entire section, bay or zone even if just a
single location is occupied by the owner. Users
can also charge by Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) per
slot, which is particularly useful for clothing and
small products.

Shipping
The ability to pass on a wide range of shipping and
carrier charges to the client is crucial for modern
day 3PLs. SnapFulfil’s extensive functionality in this
area includes:
•	Tiered levels – Set tiered charging rates for
pre-determined quantities shipped and invoice
accordingly. Charge can be per shipment or
across all shipments.
•	Shipping charges – carrier freight charges can be
passed onto the client
•	Shipping consumables - Charge by packaging
type consumed on shipments.
•	Alternate UOM – Generate an invoice where a
product is either shipped in an alternate Unit of
Measurement (UOM) or where the product has
an alternate UOM but is still shipped in the main
UOM.
•	Priority shipping – Generate an invoice for a
priority shipment or receipt where additional
labour has been used to rush through the
processing.

Document generation
Another widely used feature on the SnapFulfil 3PL module is the ability to charge against document generation
whether that be Dnote, Manifest, Bill of Lading (BOL) or Goods Receipt Note (GRN).

Value added services
Value added and generic activities, such as recurring support charges, can also be recorded - either on an
impromptu basis or against shipments and receipts – and charged to the customer.
Other key invoicing features include the ability to store additional shipping details, minimum fee charges,
cancel active invoices and create ad hoc invoice lines in advance of a processing run.

CASE STUDY

Customer: Moran Logistics
Industry: Multi-Temperature Controlled
Warehousing and Distribution
Location: Castle Donington HQ in
Derbyshire, UK
Warehouse size: 100,000 sq.ft
No. of users: 100
Length of implementation: 3 weeks
Integration requirements: Alignment with
the company’s ERP and TMS systems

Expansion food for thought from
WMS improvements...
THE CHALLENGE
One of Moran’s key customers is a short shelf life
product manufacturer supplying the majority share
of branded and own label fast moving consumer goods
(FMCGs) to the major supermarket chains.
The product is one of the most complex and fast paced
of all the FMCG supply chains, with an ultra-tight

12-day window between farm to end of shelf life – and
the new WMS that Moran had very recently purchased
and started to implement, needed to be much more
flexible and configurable and able to factor in the likes
of retailer-specific EDI, as well as picking in rotation,
re-pack solutions and reverse logistics.

SOLUTION AND IMPLEMENTATION
A technologically advanced, cloud based company,
SnapFulfil, was identified as the preferred solution
because of the company’s 3PL expertise, plus the
renowned agility and configurability the software
provides. Moran were able to see the tangible
value in the scope of its functionality and operational
proficiency.

The large replica database facilitated much greater
efficiency in terms of picking performance and
reporting, while historic productivity data has
proved vital in managing ongoing pandemic labour
and resource shortages.Traceability is also greatly
improved for what is a health & safety and supply
chain security-driven sector – with no tainted product
able to slip through the distribution net.

THE BENEFITS
With multiple picking and packing options now available,
production output has quickly and efficiently ramped up
four-fold, from an initial 10,000 cases per day to nearer

40,000 within a 13- week period. Impressively within
the next 13-weeks this will further increase to between
75-88,000 cases in a 24 hour period.

Time to rewrite
the rules with
SnapFulfil
Our agile warehouse management system,
with its rules-based configuration engine, lets
you adapt your system at speed. It is specifically
designed for 3PLs with features such as
multi-owner configuration, best-of-breed billing
software and a unique customer portal.

For more information, find us online.

info@snapfulfil.com or visit www.snapfulfil.com

Want to know
more?

For more information or to arrange a demo of
SnapFulfil’s 3PL solution, please visit: snapfulfil.com
email: info@snapfulfil.com

